C4SUAL
Introducing C4SUAL - a fresh exciting new artist/producer
project emerging from the Glasgow suburbs. 23rd Precinct
music writer/producer Calum McConville's new alias
C4SUAL is set to take off to dizzying heights.
Drawing influence from songwriting heavy weights like Bon
Iver, & Jeff Buckely to modern contemporary ground
breakers like Mura Musa and Mahalia, C4SUAL draws on
real life experiences to reveal an unquestionable honesty
that is laid bare in these new tracks. Self-taught songwriter
and producer C4SUAL has worked hard being part of pop
groups, producing as part of collectives and working solely to
perfect his craft and list him as one of Scotland's most
exciting young producers.
Taking time to collaborate with other exciting emerging
artists in 2019 has resulted in C4SUAL creating a impressive
bank of demo'd tracks. Tracks are available for stream and
download by clicking on C4SUAL Demos - Unreleased.
These tracks demonstrate a delicate and transparent new
direction . 'Into The Morning' is a beautiful depiction of
C4SUAL's formidable songwriting capabilities. A emotive
acoustic ballad really captivates the imagination. In contrast,
'Ride Alright' evokes a more soulful R&B vibe packaged in
a hip, fresh electronic setting -showcasing a strength and
diversity in this project. Similarly, 'Double Taking oozes
cool smooth freshness that's symbolic throughout the
C4SUAL sound. Futhermore, 'Higher' resorts back to a
more acoustic realm and really concentrates the mind solely
on the songwriting and composition.
Since joining the 23rd Precinct Music team in 2019, Callum
has been engaging in co-writing sessions and exciting
collaborative projects. These have included sessions with
23rd Precinct Music writer Ciaran McEneny (Pronto
Mama/Lewis Capaldi/Be Charlotte). In addition, Callum was
one of the key contributors at 23rd Precinct's inaugural
writing camp at Glasgow's SAE institute. He worked
alongside fellow 23rd Precinct/Notting Hill Music writer
Rachel Barror as well as John Markey (We Should Hang Out
More) and Eilidh Hadden (Aylee).

C4SUAL DEMOS -UNRELEASED

Callum is no stranger to the Scottish music scene touring
and developing with Hit The Road backed by Scottish Music
Centre. Callum has also been a part of handful of bands
having played a range of gigs around the UK and Philippines
supporting the likes of The 1975 and James Bay.

Callum's unique vocal and exceptionally
delicate songwriting makes for
unforgettable listening

@IAMC4SUAL

For more information on C4SUAL, please contact;
susan@23rdprecinctmusic.com
billy@23rdprecinctmusic.com

